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		          Heating

		        
				Surviving the frigid winter months means nestling up inside your space—that is if it’s cozy and warm. Well, under our wings, we guarantee it will be. Our heating specialists will work tirelessly to find—and then flawlessly install—the perfect unit for your space. Then, we’ll swoop in with thorough HVAC system maintenance inspections and swift repairs to keep your system flying like new for years.
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		          Air Conditioning

		        
				You can’t operate on the fly when it comes to chilled relief. Instead, it takes installing an air conditioner that’s correctly sized for your nest and runs flawlessly—day in and day out. By turning to Swanton Energy Services, you can kill two birds with one stone. With our air conditioning professionals’ broad wingspan of cooling expertise, we’ll help you unearth the perfect air conditioning system and retain its smooth-soaring operation — all summer long.
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		          Indoor Air Quality

		        
				The safest place to be is inside—or is it? Well, believe it or not, your space’s indoor air is filled with harmful contaminants pecking away at your health and your home’s well-being. But don’t fly the coop just yet! Instead, trust our indoor air quality services to remove these harmful pollutants and land you the healthy space you deserve.
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		          Generators

		        
				We rely on electricity almost as much as we depend on water. So, your comfort and serenity quickly fly south when the power goes out. But it doesn’t have to be this way. Our generators give you the power to “feather” the storm by extending your electricity’s journey. This allows you to continue living normally — rain or shine.
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		          Energy Efficiency

		        
				Does your home have its swans in a row? Essentially, is it comfortable, energy efficient, healthy, and safe? Well, our energy audit will unearth the truth. Our professionals will evaluate your entire home’s energy consumption — for free. Based on what we dig up, we’ll recommend solutions for your heating and cooling systems that will help lower your utility bills, decrease your carbon footprint, elevate your home’s resale value, and so much more!
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		          Smart Home Solutions

		        
				When your home’s in sync, peace of mind takes care of itself. So, if you’re wise, you’ll spread your wings and soar toward a more interconnected home. With our Wi-Fi thermostats and smart home solutions, you only need access to a phone, tablet, or computer to have complete control over your nest and your serenity — even when you’re not home. It’s time to land an easier, safer, and more efficient life with our smart home solutions.
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Heating & Air Conditioning in Atlantic Highlands, NJ

[image: ]

Dependable Heating and Air Conditioning Services in the Atlantic Highlands, NJ

With Swanton Energy Services, you can always expect your heating and air conditioning needs to be met to the highest quality and customer experience. Since our start in 2015, we’ve been assisting homeowners in Atlantic Highlands, NJ, to improve their level of comfort indoors through every season of the year. We’re locally owned and operated, back all of our results with a 100% satisfaction guarantee, and we will never abandon you with an issue. Our HVAC services team keeps returning until the job is done to your satisfaction.

Our highly skilled and NATE-certified technicians work on all makes and models of heating and HVAC system equipment and have what it takes to elevate your comfort with our full range of high-quality services. We have worked with customers throughout the region, including Middletown, Rumson, Red Bank, Holmdel, and more!

[image: Heating and Air Services - Swanton Energy Services]

Heating, Air Conditioning, and More in Atlantic Highlands, NJ

Regardless of the project scope, our technicians from Swanton Energy Services will complete it correctly. We work with quality parts and materials that we trust to stand the test of time. With our experience in the air conditioning services industry, we can provide our customers with sound advice about any situation. We answer questions thoroughly and maintain open and honest lines of communication. From heating and air conditioning to indoor air quality, water heaters, sheet metal services, and more, our heating and air conditioning company provides the very best customer-focused service throughout Atlantic Highlands and the surrounding communities!

Trusted Heating and Cooling Expertise

[image: Swanton Cooling AC Services ]

We know what to do, from gas and oil furnaces to heat pumps, central air conditioning systems, ductless systems, boilers, and more, if it keeps your home comfortable! Our technicians bring many years of experience servicing and installing a wide range of comfort systems to the table and proudly use their expertise to serve you best. You can expect us to provide you with honest, reliable information no matter what type of heating and air conditioning service you’re considering. Whether it’s a much-needed AC unit repair, preventive maintenance, or a brand-new system, we’re always here to help.

Tired of other HVAC companies leaving you without a comfortable nest? We’re here to help! Count on our technicians for:

	Air Conditioner Repair
	Central Air Conditioning System Replacement
	HVAC Unit Maintenance
	Heat Pump Installation
	Comfort Shield Service Plans


Enjoy Whole-Home Comfort With Our Team

At Swanton Energy Services, we’re upfront with pricing the services we offer in Atlantic Highlands. We provide free estimates and will make sure that you understand your various options for moving forward with any requested service. Our company is proud to offer EPA and Energy Star-certified products. We keep our team current with all advances in the heating and air conditioning industry. Our technicians are dedicated to excellence and refuse to cut corners with any aspect of their work.

Give Swanton Energy Services a call today to find out more about how we could serve your home comfort needs in Atlantic Highlands!


Read More
The Answers to Your Most Pressing Questions

1. How do I find the right heating and air conditioning company for my needs?

When searching for a reliable air conditioning and heating company, it’s essential to consider factors such as experience, reputation, and customer service. At Swanton Energy Services, we pride ourselves on providing top-notch AC repair, AC maintenance, and AC installation services. Our team is highly trained and committed to meeting all your HVAC needs.

2. How do I determine the right-sized HVAC system for my home?

Several factors, including the size of your home, the number of rooms, insulation levels, and climate, should determine the size of your HVAC system. Our team at Swanton Energy Services can help you assess these factors and choose the correct size of an HVAC unit or AC unit that will efficiently and effectively cool and heat your home.

3. Would my home benefit from a heat pump installation?

Don’t want the bother of a traditional air conditioning unit and like a more environmentally friendly option? A heat pump can be an excellent addition to homes in certain situations. Heat pumps are highly efficient and can provide both heating and cooling, making them a versatile and reliable heating option. If you’re considering a heat pump installation, our team at Swanton Energy Services can evaluate your home to determine if a new heat pump would benefit y

Remember, whether you need AC maintenance, AC repair, or a new AC installation, Swanton Energy Services is here to ensure your home stays comfortable all year round.


		

	






		
		

			
			
				
											Savings & Financing

																Feather Your Nest With Savings

									

				Even if you have the financial wingspan to pay the full price for a product or service, it doesn’t mean you have to. Instead, flock to exceptional prices for your budget with our hot deals, cool discounts and flexible financing options.


							
				
					Learn More
				

			

					


			
			
				

	
			
	
	
	

	
		
			0% Financing Available, Book Your System Upgrade Today!

			Up to $2300 in Rebates* Gas Conversions

		

	

	

	
		
			*Select systems. Call for details
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Why Choose Us

Under Our Wings, There’s Truly No Place Better Than Home



The day our company opened its doors, we made a vow to always help our customers experience smooth flights when it comes to their comfort. Ever since then, we’ve upheld that promise. From delivering expert care for all things HVAC in Monmouth County, NJ, to providing innovative energy and IAQ solutions, no one soars higher than we do. Plus, when you turn to Swanton, you get it all: the family-friendly feeling of a small-town company along with professional, top-notch service and quality. So, flock to us today to attain the total comfort and peace of mind you deserved yesterday.

Discover the difference
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				        				        				        	Dive Into Industry Tips, Tricks, Advice & More. 
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	                        When Should I Upgrade My HVAC System?
	                        3 April / No comments

	                        As homeowners, you often ask, “When should you upgrade your HVAC system?” This is an important question because the HVAC system plays a crucial...
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	                        14 Steps HVAC Contractors Take for Turning On the AC After Winter
	                        16 March / No comments

	                        As the weather starts to change and it begins to get warmer outside, it’s time to start thinking about kicking the air conditioner on....
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	                        Can an HVAC System Effectively Deal With Humidity?
	                        15 February / No comments

	                        Humidity levels can affect how hot or how cold your home feels. In the summer, high humidity can make warm days feel oppressive. High...
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Comfort Shield Maintenance Plans

Helping Your Comfort Take Flight



Wish there was a way to prevent costly repairs on your home comfort equipment? There is! Ask our HVAC company about our value-packed Comfort Shield Service Plans. With multiple levels of coverage for your heating and air conditioning systems, you can customize your plan to include multiple systems, including water heaters, IAQ products, and more, for even greater savings. Our local HVAC contractors will keep things running smoothly year after year while you enjoy a wide range of perks and discounts and improved performance from your heating and cooling equipment.

Learn More










	
	

Testimonials

Our satisfied customers are chirping up a storm about working with us.



        

                        Jeff Swanton is a man of integrity.  Responsible, responsive, respectable.  Thank you Jeff for always being there for us.                    

[image: Carol Wilson]
Carol Wilson
19:46 23 May 20





                        Very professional and thorough.  Honesty and integrity in their work.  Would highly recommend their services.                    

[image: Gloria Boudreau]
Gloria Boudreau
14:33 06 May 20





                        The Swanton team did a great job installing a ductless A/C system in my master bedroom.  They were very clean and respectful throughout the process; other than the finished work product, you'd never know they were in my house.  I highly recommend Jeff and his company.                    

[image: Ian Rooney]
Ian Rooney
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                        Well trained and knowledgeable technicians as well as support staff that are professionally friendly and responsive to customer needs.  It is obvious that management is committed to providing quality service and product.                    

[image: James Grenafege]
James Grenafege
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                        Swanton is the best! They are extremely experienced, responsive, professional and trustworthy.  Rates are reasonable and the annual service contract is worth every penny.  They are always there when you need them.  Have been a very satisfied customer for more than 15 years.  Thank you!                    

[image: Sam Michuad]
Sam Michuad
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                        I have used Swanton for years. I would never think of using anyone else. Quality is always right up there, but more importantly they are responsive. I know when I call they will call back timely and get to the house as fast as possible. And even if they are too booked to do the work, they will still get someone in quickly to get a quick diagnosis and verify any needed parts up front. When I needed suddenly needed a lot of HVAC ductwork moved for a kitchen remodel, they found a way to be there in a days time and got the work done in no time at all.And then pricing... They are reasonably priced with no hidden costs or nickel and dimeing for very little item.Without a doubt they are the HVAC contractor of chiice.                    

[image: ed cetron]
ed cetron
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                        I normally don't write reviews but after dealing with Swanton Energy Services I felt complied.  Awesome service!!   We had a few issues that needed immediate attention and Swanton's delivered right away, Sunday afternoon no less.  Jeff Swanton was incredibly responsive and described to us our options in clear and professional way.   After deciding what we needed to do, Tom came by the next morning and did an awesome job getting things up and running properly.  He was prompt and explained everything he was doing for us step by step.  Trust is so important because I dont know much about what they do.  I felt comfortable through the entire process.   I highly recommend Swanton and Tom to ALL.                    

[image: Matthew McCarthy]
Matthew McCarthy
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                        We have had two installations done by Swanton and both were excellent and professional- their staff group are knowledgeable and very pleasant!                    

[image: Andrew Pedersen]
Andrew Pedersen
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                        Amazing service excellent knowledge great job. Jeff and the entire staff are wonderful to work with. I always feel like I am in very good hands and I have been using Swanton for over five years now.                    

[image: Francine Girimonte]
Francine Girimonte
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                        This was my first time using Swanton. I had them come out last week for a general service call. Matt took care of us and was very helpful. I called again for another reason and had a wonderful experience. I would highly recommend them! They are informative and very helpful.Their office staff is always so pleasant. That sometimes makes or breaks a decision to return. We will for sure be using them again.                    
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Our Newsletter

Ready to Rule Your Roost Again?



Hatch the latest home comfort tips and “egg”clusive deals by subscribing to our newsletter today!
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		 		 	Ready to Take Flight?

		             Contact us today.

		 
		 	
            
			






								Mail

								37 Center Ave
Atlantic Highlands, NJ 

								
								Phone

								732-708-7926

								
								Fax

								732.708.0171

								
								Email

								info@swantonair.com
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                        Google Rating                        
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Based on 392 reviews
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Anthony Valletta22:31 02 Apr 24

Excellent service as always from Swanton Energy Services !!! Thank you so Much !!!



[image: Gail Ellison]
Gail Ellison15:54 28 Mar 24

Brian was extremely knowledgeable, and I am confident that he will do as he said moving forward. I believe you are lucky to have him as an employee. Brian completed the job he is such a nice man and did what was needed for the heater to work.Thank you



[image: Margaret Lista]
Margaret Lista20:13 27 Mar 24

Technician arrived within 10 minutes of my call. Diagnosed and fixed the problem quickly and neatly. Heat and hot water are back! Thank you!



[image: Rebecca Manganelli]
Rebecca Manganelli15:05 27 Mar 24

They are professional, and friendly.  I trust them.  I have been using Swanton for many, many years. I totally recommend them.
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Sandra Perry12:43 22 Mar 24

Happy customer, Kyle did a great job once again!
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[image: Dina Willis]
Dina Willis13:55 20 Mar 24

Tom and Brian were great!! I have been in search of a new HVAC company for years…Swanton installed the current unit in a new home I just bought. They are my go to company from now on!
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Pat19:35 18 Mar 24

Very fast, professional and friendly service.
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Linda Riddell01:48 14 Mar 24

Could not be more pleased - prompt, courteous and helpful. Had a bad experience with another company but working with Swanton was terrific. I would recommend them to anyone.
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Kevin Morrissey15:47 13 Mar 24

Absolutely the best HVAC service in this area! On time, great people and honest!



[image: Tod Moran]
Tod Moran23:16 12 Mar 24

Brian was on time, personable,  and quickly diagnosed the issue . He fixed problem  and the price for service was very fair. I highly recommend Swanton !



[image: David Clarke]
David Clarke19:16 08 Mar 24

Wonderful as ever. This is the Fifth time I’ve used Swanton for improvements or new installations or repairs. They are fast, have super friendly/helpful techs and provide a VG value for money service.
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[image: Jason Leipzig]
Jason Leipzig18:50 05 Mar 24

Always friendly and professional. Tommy did a great job handling our hot water heater replacement



[image: megan o'donnell]
megan o'donnell16:59 05 Mar 24

Highly recommend. Very professional /came out to my house quickly to fix the issue. Fairly priced and great resource to have in the Atlantic Highlands area.
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Thank you to Kyle for responding quickly to our lack of heat.
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Barbara Carton-Riker22:14 28 Feb 24

Courteous, helpful, efficient, helpful, pleasant, neat - thank you!
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Ilsa McGuire18:22 24 Feb 24

Hard to believe but so true, it's always a joy to call Swanton for help!  They've always been able to arrive either same day or next, on time, professional, and always looking to help us save money. They're great!



[image: Claire Anan]
Claire Anan17:39 22 Feb 24

My radiators weren’t giving off any heat. I called and someone was at my home within the hour. The tech was very professional and explained the issue in language I could understand - no technical jargon, as well as my options. We had heat again within 2 hours. I’m very pleased with the service.
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Great service and communication. My tech Brian, was knowledgeable and personable. Highly recommended!
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Susan McGrath02:46 10 Feb 24

Kyle was great.  You should be proud that he works for you.  Knowledgeable and professional.
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Always excellent service.  Like the notification process on arrival times.
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Jennylyn Wall13:53 27 Jan 24

I called because my furnace shut down after making strange noises all night. I told the lady on the phone that I had to go to treatments and she sent a man right over so I did not have to miss them waiting all day for a service man. The young man was so nice. My house is a disaster since I have been very ill and must go for treatments 5+ hours a day, so have very little time to do any work in my house, I  have no children and can't find anyone to help me, yet he made no mention of it's condition. When I told him how sorry I was for the condition of my home, he eased my mind by saying he has been in much worse and understands how being a disabled senior living alone it can be hard to get things done. He said "Being alone with a illness, going to treatments so many hours every day I don't know how you find time to open a single piece of mail, never mind any thing else". He was so kind that even though I live off $857. a month social security, and it is the end of the month when things are very very tight I just had to find the money to give this young fellow a tip. When I handed him my last $5 bill, some singles and a bunch of change to make up $10. He was very thankful. I think a tip is more then the money (the money surely will be useful to him n his family) a tip says job well done and shows appreciation. This young fellow surely deserved it.Mrs. Wall
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professional, good communication, nice ppl to have in your home
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I was very pleased with the service provided by Swanton. Kyle was professional and resolved our problem.
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They showed up right away and provided a quote for the work by close of business. The quote was very competitive.
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Teresa Benosky18:15 15 Jan 24

Great company! Always comes out and does the job.!!



[image: Amy Rock]
Amy Rock16:20 15 Jan 24

Swanton services are very reliable, quick to return calls and Brian always does a great job in a timely manner.
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Louise Mondello13:02 15 Jan 24

As always Brian services my heating system in winter and cooling system in Spring  with such care and accuracy , which leaves me feeling confident that all will run smoothly. I have used their services for years and will continue to do so.
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Short'n sweet, I had an am oil delivery 1/8/24. Left, came back 10pm to a cold house. Left message with office. 7am got a call from office that Brian, the tech who's been servicing our furnace for 20 or so years would be here. 8am Brian came, cleaned the filter that had sediment that was churned up from day before delivery, replaced a needed part, and got us going again within an hour. Kudos to Swanton,  and Brian. If you have any problems or just need your yearly furnace tuneup, call Swanton. And if you're really lucky, Brian will be the tech or just ask for him.
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Friendly, efficient.
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Shawn Hubler17:10 04 Jan 24

I couldn't be more satisfied with Swanton Energy. Brian was punctual, professional, and efficient. They conducted a thorough inspection, addressed issues, and provided the information I needed.
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Soul Strong15:40 29 Dec 23

Excellent service. Kyle was very knowledgable and professional. He was able to identify our problem quickly. I will be using Swanton for my annual heating maintenance from now on.



[image: James bLACK]
James bLACK15:25 29 Dec 23

Kyle was prompt, thorough, polite and provided a quick service with a summary of what he found (which fortunately was nothing). Overall a great job.
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Janette Crowe23:05 22 Dec 23

Kyle was friendly and professional - arrived on time and completed the work requested.



[image: Bonnie Godfrey]
Bonnie Godfrey18:52 21 Dec 23

Always excellent service with very professional technicians.



[image: james guilfoyle]
james guilfoyle17:17 20 Dec 23

job was done in a timely  fashion, Everything was done neat and clean. Very professional job  from start to finish
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[image: Michael Tavill]
Michael Tavill17:04 18 Dec 23

Immediate response and resolution of our HVAC issue. Kyle was geat



[image: Linda Hyland]
Linda Hyland02:45 18 Dec 23

Would recommend.



[image: Catie Carton]
Catie Carton04:26 16 Dec 23

Tom from Swanton was on time, very neat and a pleasure to deal with.
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Paul Freund17:14 15 Dec 23

At Brian's service and clean my heating system did a fine job as usual
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Melissa Balint00:31 13 Dec 23

Excellent job! Techs were great from start to finish. Got on schedule quickly and did a fabulous job! New boiler is amazing and place was immaculate. Thank you so much.
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Joanne Soldivieri20:36 12 Dec 23

Our technician Kyle is a true professional. He is very personable and provides impeccable service. He is very knowledgeable and answered any questions we had concerning service he performed.



[image: James Grenafege]
James Grenafege18:50 12 Dec 23

Well trained and knowledgeable technicians as well as support staff that are professionally friendly and responsive to customer needs.  It is obvious that management is committed to providing quality service and product.
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Mag hart16:35 11 Dec 23

The best!!
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Paul Ferguson17:30 08 Dec 23

Swanton does a great job! Timely, tidy, easy to work with.
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Terri Levinson14:36 08 Dec 23

Absolutely wonderful team! Kyle, Brian and Greg are wonderful! I highly recommend Swanton.
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Midas The Great15:29 07 Dec 23
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William Gambardella20:45 02 Dec 23

Always a great experience with Swanton and Matt. I love that they usually send the same tech who knows the house and my system.
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Dave Merces18:29 01 Dec 23

As always, Swanton came to take care of us when we needed them.  The best.  They never disappoint.



[image: Norbert Mehrkens]
Norbert Mehrkens19:42 30 Nov 23

A/C stopped working last night. Called at 0930 and tech on site a few hours later. Diagnosed problem in minutes and was able to resolve without taking me over the coals. Very happy with the service all around. Definitely recommend.
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Paula Corris15:34 29 Nov 23

Problem solved quickly
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Kenneth Pfitzer14:56 28 Nov 23

As usual Brian did a great job.
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Genie Perl15:15 27 Nov 23

Great service as always. 100 % recommend Swanton Energy Service!
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E Nociolo17:30 24 Nov 23

The Swanton team installed a Carrier heat pump and furnace system and responded quickly to answer any questions we had as the heating season began and we became familiar with the new setup. We highly recommend them.
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Rick Wood22:17 22 Nov 23

Brian is the best!
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Paul Laudermilch17:02 22 Nov 23

Brian was great. Very knowledgeable and did an excellent job. I always trust Swanton to give me a fair price and deliver excellent work
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Julia DeVita17:33 21 Nov 23

I've used Swanton for my heating and AC needs for many years; initially for oil delivery and maintenance of my very old furnace and  then for installation of a new gas furnace and air conditioning unit. They have always been excellent and fair- from keeping my old furnace chugging along through removing the old equipment and replacing with new. I would use no one else in my home- they are professional, prompt and courteous and the pricing is very fair. Updating again, 11/21/23- always the best!
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Maurice Snell18:00 15 Nov 23

Brian was excellent. Very knowledgeable and able to diagnose issues quickly.
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Linda Heintz13:53 15 Nov 23

Kyle the heating technician was very professional, courteous and knowledgeable. He services the boiler in my home yearly. Thank you Swanton!
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Vin Caruso19:09 14 Nov 23

Have been a client of Swanton for over 30 years for home, office and Rental properties and always reliable, dependable and trustworthy, all at fair price.



[image: Guillermo Sosa]
Guillermo Sosa17:29 14 Nov 23

Brian (technician) was on time and ready for work, diagnosed the issue, found a bad fuel pump and had the parts in hand. Got my heat working in no time! Great work! (Oil furnace )
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Hugh Sharkey16:55 13 Nov 23

Great technician.
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Mauro18:45 10 Nov 23

Great experience as always.
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Thomas Hasek17:11 10 Nov 23

Excellent as always. Very courteous with expert service.



[image: James Werdann]
James Werdann11:38 10 Nov 23

every thing about your service professional !!!!
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Wendy Keany15:49 08 Nov 23

We have been Swanton customers for years. They handle everything from repair, replacement, service and maintenance. Brian always answers all questions we may have and explains in a way we can understand.  A great, professional group of people!
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Rainer Engenhart18:50 06 Nov 23

Brian is always responsive and very professional.  This is his 3rd time trying to fix the issue at my parents home.
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Kimberly Sunris19:10 03 Nov 23

Always excellent, reliable service!
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Orest Rusynko17:30 03 Nov 23

Appreciated the clear information and recommendations to resolve our issue.
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Janet Seylaz14:40 02 Nov 23

I highly recommend Swanton! They are very professional and responsive. Kyle was great! He was so thorough and explained everything!
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Katie Mayerhoff05:24 02 Nov 23

Great Company great people
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The entire experience with Swanton was amazing! The initial introduction, detailed proposal, and communication was exactly how a company should operate. The crew was professional every step of the way and answered every question/concern I had. The house is over 100 years old and they were able to handle any issue the age of the house threw at them. Highly recommended.
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Robert Attanasio12:26 31 Oct 23

Top notch service def recommend
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Terry Porcelli23:58 30 Oct 23

Tom was great!  They did an awesome job.
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Keda 115:43 30 Oct 23

Brian came to our home to help us with our furnace.  Was able to find the issue and fix it.  Great service.  Highly recommend Swanton Energy Services.
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Dee Willis13:44 30 Oct 23

Brian came to clean our furnace. He was very professional and went through everything with us. Would highly recommend Swanton
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Claire King22:29 26 Oct 23

Appreciated that the technician was able to arrive early and that he described what he noticed during the cleaning.
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Janice Zarinsky12:03 25 Oct 23

I just had the yearly maintenance on my furnace. Brian is an expert at keeping it running smoothly. I've been using Swanton Energy Services for many years and have only good things to say about them. Thank you Swanton!
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